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eDNA in Scopus

www.scopus.com

http://www.scopus.com


Six points tour into  
eDNA world



1. eDNA is not a tool by itself



At the beginning there 
was DNA barcoding



eDNA is just DNA…

eDNA:  
“DNA that can be extracted 
from environmental samples 
(such as soil, water or air), 
without first isolating any 
target organisms.”



eDNA is just DNA…



The analysis of eDNA is a plethora of 
methods, techniques, approaches



NGS: Next Generation DNA Sequencing


HTS: High Throughput DNA Sequencing
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2. What can I see in eDNA?
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So there is a warning: 

You are working on DNA, 


not with organisms. 

Be very careful before drawing 

your conclusions 







~2009

3. Plan researches “like an engineer”



“We wanna do some 
eDNA work…”



~2010
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maturation





“Too much information. 
We do not need all of this.  

We were interested in 
Lactobacillus only…”





4. At the beginning it was 
presence/absence on bacteria…



…then the macrobial life

American bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeianus)



But there is a caveat: 

Working on macrobial leads to 

some limitations to the possible 
eDNA approaches 



5. DNA metabarcoding vs. metagenomics

Untargeted 
Approach: 

METAGENOMICS

Targeted  
Approach: 

DNA 
METABARCODING

Targeted 
Approach: 

PCR / rtPCR

HTS Based NOT 
HTS Based



The shotgun approaches targeting 
macrobial life is much more 
complicated (and expensive)
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Same # of reads,  
different coverage,  

different costs, 
different results



6. eDNA as a barometer of 
anthropogenic pressure
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Integrated approach



Effort

Detection

High density 
Population

Low density 
Population

Cost-Effective choice: 
Field Sampling

Cost-Effective choice: 
eDNA Sampling



But still there are open questions…

Can we use eDNA for the species X, Y, Z?


Can we use eDNA to estimate abundance/density?


What are the chances of false positive/negative?


How much does it really cost?


How far downstream can eDNA be detected in a river?


….



Edna Marie Mode  
The Incredibles

Ready for questions on eDNA








